BIU NEWS 2012 JUNE
2012 WBC (R1 FRANCE, R2 CATALONIA & R3 ITALY)
●ENTRY
only 39 hours are left
Tomorrow night is the deadline for WBC entry. Please do not forget it.

CAUTION
If you send your entry list, you have the risk to fix it before closing entry in the case of there is
some mistake in it. Please try to complete the entry not on the last day.

USA

Dear friends,

I have confirmation from USA. Mike Steidley will take part in all 3 round of WBC
2012 so USA will be present in all 3 round of WBC.
Unluckily don’t have other riders from Argentina and Brasil and don’t have
information from USA, Argentina, Brasil, Colombia, Canada DELEGATION. No
mail, no information from this BNU.

Welcome to Mike Steidley in our family.
Giuliano Gualeni
Dear Hiro,
I enclose USA Entry List.
Best regards,

Giuliano
Very good!
LM

BELGIUM

Dear Jean-Michel

There are 3 things not right in your entry list.

(1) LICENSE NUMBER
It should be as follows. Please see below.
Art. 03 ENTRIES
An application form will be distributed upon presentation of a current BIU license
issued by the Biketrial national union (BNU) of each country in the current year.
Riders are allowed to receive only one license per year. If the rider possesses a
license, he/she can enter any competition in that year. When a case of entry
limitation applies, it should be started in the rules corresponding to the event or
the championship. Handwritten licenses are not valid. License number has to be 3
figures for country code and 5 figures for issued number. (i.e. ☐☐☐–☐☐☐☐☐).
(e.g.: USA = 001 – 00001, Czech Republic = 420 – 00001, France = 033 – 00001).

(2) BIKE BRAND
You should write the brand name of the bike.

(3) WHEEL SIZE
You should write the wheel size of the bike.

I am waiting for your list.
Please complete the entry before the deadline.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Hiro,

Here are our belgian riders registration completed. I wait for the datas for the
seven riders I receive the informations from Giuliano.

Best regards.
Good morning dear friend,

I received yesterday request of participation in Sonico WBC from Belgian Riders:

1

Dubois Damon

24/01/1994

2

Collart Quentin

24/09/1995

3

Timellini Maxine

28/07/1986

4

Timellini Rodrigue

21/04/1991

5

Alkema Gil

01/04/1991

6

Maniet Romain

19/07/2000

7

Maniet Loic

16/04/2004

This rider want compete in WBC in Sonico. I ask with MAXIMUM urgency to Mr.
Jean Michel to issue License to this Riders. I ask to Mr. Hiro to delay the dead line
till 28 June 2012. Dear Jean Michel, EBU can help you with License, please write
me very soon. Unluckily I have write you many times in this period but I
understand that you are too many busy on your job.
Please help us to have Rider in our competition.

Thank you very much,
Giuliano Gualeni

Dear Giuliano,

It is not first time like this. I do not see any special reason to extend the deadline.
Belgium has to keep it.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Jean-Michel,

We were glad to see Belgian riders in Scheibenberg and I hope they were satisfied
with event of the EBC.

Concerning WBC:

All riders from Belgium are very welcome to have opened entrance in WBC 2012
series. You as our delegate are responsible to issue license for them. Please let
me know you need any our advice or help anytime.

Best regards,
Libor
My dear Giuliano,

It’s a great pleasure to have news from you again. Those riders have not send any
asks or information to me until now. So, i will enjoy to registrate them , for your
best organisation, as soon as i will get the complete information ( with photo)
from them. So, i will be happy that 7 more riders will compete in Italy for WBC.

Friendly yours,
Jean-Michel
Dear Giuliano,

Riders have to follow our policy and get license from our national delegate. J-M
Colson has no problem to issue it for them and he is waiting for their request. I
think situation is clear for now.

Libor
Dear Jean Michel,

I am very happy to hear you. It’s since a long time that I don’t have contact with
you. Are you well ? I hope to meet you soon. I write very soon to this people and
ask him to send you digital photo and data for license. I need ask you to be very
fast, please, to issue this 7 new BIU License before the WBC dead line that is the
21 June 2012 at 24:00 o’clock. I send you data today or this evening.

Thank you very much,
Giuliano
Dear Giuliano,

I will wait for the entry list with those 7 riders. I hope Jean-Michel will finish the
entry before the deadline. Then no problem.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro

PORTUGAL

Dear Hiro.

Yesterday we contacted with a rider from PORTUGAL, to compete in the race only
Igualada R-2. In Portugal there is not delegate or anything.ç We are making with
Libor license from EBU. We help and probably also with entry List
REgards
Administración BAC / BUE

BikeTrial Associació Catalana
BikeTrial Unión Española
Dear Angel,

We have the delegate in Portugal as below. I gave the list to BAC and the
organizer in Feb. Therefore I cannnot accept to issue the license without making
contact from the rider to the delegate. This should be try first. Issuing license
from BIU or EBU is the last choice in the case of the delegate does not work for
the rider..

PORTUGAL "Jorge Ferreira
Biketrial Portugal" Rua Calouste De Gulbenkian N. 419. RC 4800-257 Guimaraes Portugal "Tel: 965 430 211
jorge.e.ferreira@sapo.pt
guimaraes@bikezone.pt"

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Hello!
In fact he's this person who wants to compete, but I understand it makes no real
function in Portugal. I offer licenia EBU or need it done in Portugal as a delegate. I
inform you.
Administración BAC / BUE
BikeTrial Associació Catalana
BikeTrial Unión Española
Dear Angel,

Then, advice him to issue license by himself. If no, he has to contact to EBU.
Issuing license of BAC or BUE is not right solution.

Sincerely yours,
Hiro
Dear Libor,

I enclose the license document for EBU, Jorge Ferreira of Portugal, to participate
in the WBC12 ..
It's OK?
Please say me what their license number. to help her for complete Entry List!
THANKS
Angel,
I'll check it tomorrow morning.
LM

CATALONIA

Dear Hiro and Libor

David Pastorino, rider from Spain has make us an application that he created in
Google Maps, where you can see the locations of parks, interesting places and
also training in natural terrain. If you have Google or Gmail account, you can add
new places and parks, it's easy! or if you don't have that account , tell us the
location and we'll add it! Please, tell all the delegates, is a good tool!

(sorry the address is too long to put here. Hiro)

Administración BAC / BUE
BikeTrial Associació Catalana
BikeTrial Unión Española
Dear Angel,

Please let me know what is an actual update of this your idea. I do like it too
much! What do you suggest?

LM
Dear Friends,

this map is very good. We must insert it in the new EBU web site when will be
ready before December. Don’t stop this project. I send you some data from Italy
very soon.

Giuliano
Super!
LM
Dear,

Hello, you've seen the map? understand the operation? Anyone with google or
gmail account, can add locations. The problem is that.. a bad person, can delete
all ..
You would comment first with all delegates.
Administration BAC / BUE

News No. 023 dated 20/06/2012
SWEDEN

Yesterday, we sent you the results of Swedish biketrial championship R3. Here is a comment
from Libor.
Dear Hiro and Libor
Last weekend was held for the first time national championships in all three types
of trial in the same area at the same time in Sweden. The event called
"TrippelTrial" had 32 competitors in Biketrial, 34 in MC and 17 in ATV. All
categories had one lap on Saturday and one lap on Sunday. When the boys and
girls not competed, they and their minders helped the others as observers.
Unfortunate was it a very rainy weekend, almost like the wolds in Japan in -05. But
we had no rain for a couple of hours in Saturday evening when all riders, minders
and staff had a barbecue, and also some clear sky during the Biketrial comp. I'll
attach the results from the biketrial comp.
See you soon
Yours

Roger
Hello Roger,

It seems like a good place for our sport – perfect facility, terrain, club…. When
they are ready to organize an European event? It is also very nice to see Peter at
the podium.

Libor
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